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Varro destructor: Old Foe or New Ally in the DWV Battle
by Jessica Kevill, Post Graduate Researcher University of Salford

The honey bee research team, headed by Professor Stephen Martin (University of Salford) and Dr Declan
Schroder (Marine Biological Association), are currently conducting research upon Deformed Wing Virus (DWV), its
implication in overwinter losses and its potential ability to safeguard bees into the future.
DWV persists in low levels in colonies free from Varroa and is often considered less harmful when compared
to other bee viruses. However, in the presence of Varroa viral loads of DWV are high. Mites increase with brood
production and reach their highest levels in autumn, which is also when viral prevalence is highest. The seasonal
cessation of brood production interrupts Varroa‘s reproductive cycle and the mites become phoretic during winter.
Adult bees succumb to the parasitizing effects of Varroa mites and to DWV and other pathogens. Typically colonies in
the UK survive for three to four years unmanaged for Varroa.
There are a number of DWV variants with different infection strategies which often result in no visible
symptoms. The most virulent strains are associated with the horizontal spread of the virus, and it is suspected
that replication of DWV in Varroa allows lethal strains to emerge, although limited evidence exists to support this.
Infections are either overt or covert. Overt infections have obvious disease symptoms, a high level of virus replication
and are likely to be spread horizontally via Varroa feeding. Some symptoms include deformed wings in workers,
stunted growth and underdevelopment at colony level. Covert infections are characterised by a lack of symptoms in
the presence of viral particles. DWV infection in honey bees appears to follow a cycle in temperate regions. Covert
infections are present in spring and summer during peak brood production, but then become overt in autumn when
brood production decreases/ceases. This is thought to be the effect of Varroa moving from bee pupae and larvae to
adult bees. Viral loads become unsustainable throughout winter and subsequently the bees perish. DWV combined
with an unmanaged Varroa infestation can lead to colony death. Varroa induced immunosuppression of A. mellifera,
is considered to allow DWV to become more virulent, this is often the case in bee pupae parasitized by Varroa which
develop symptoms such as deformed wings. DWV replicates in bees and was present in colonies before the arrival
of Varroa in the UK, Hawaii and New Zealand. An increase in virulence of DWV was reported after Varroa became
established in all three locations.
Analysis of DWV sequence data has revealed 3 master variants of the DWV; Types A, B and C. Type A is
associated with both symptomatic and non-symptomatic bees. It is considered the ‘classic’ variant and is found in
colonies both free from and infested with Varroa. Type A in association with Varroa, causes symptomatic bees and can
be lethal. Type B is less virulent than Type A and has been proven to out-compete other variants. In infections where
Type B is dominant, it is not lethal. In Swindon a unique situation has occurred where honey bees, which have not
been treated against Varroa for 12 years have become infected by variant group B. The effect of Type B has caused
superinfection exclusion where other lethal variants of DWV cannot establish themselves. Whilst this has been
evidenced in the UK, other authors have reported bees surviving with DWV Type B and Varroa infestation, with no
observable symptoms or ill health. This is of particular interest to our research, as DWV is more prevalent than other
viruses in honey bee populations and could be the reason why some colonies survive and others die. Little is known
about variant Type C and the effects upon honey bee populations, yet the honey bee research team at the University
of Salford are monitoring its prevalence and consequence within the environment.

Other DWV studies which may interest you:
‘Diversity in a honey bee pathogen: first report of third master variant of the Deformed Wing Virus quasispecies’ is
proposing that Varroa can reduce the diversity of DWV, enough so the virus cannot endlessly mutate and therefore be potentially more controllable. To read on http://www.nature.com/ismej/journal/vaop/ncurrent/full/
ismej2015178a.html
‘Deformed wing virus is a recent global epidemic in honeybees driven by Varroa mites’-takes a different angle. One
of its conclusions is that DWV not only causes colony mortality in managed A. mellifera populations but also
affects feral populations and has been identified as an emerging disease with dramatic impacts on survival in
bumblebees. This raises questions over not treating against Varroa and letting nature take its course and suggests
that effective Varroa control will help reduce the impact of DWV on other pollinator species. To read on http://
science.sciencemag.org/content/351/6273/594
TIP: If you’re curious enough to follow the link but terrified to tackling scientific papers just read the abstracts,
intros and conclusions to get you started.
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Cleaning up Old Beeswax
by Dave Barret Master Beekeeper Leeds BKA

Beeswax used to be the most valuable product of the hive. It was much sought after for church candles.
Nowadays though, it is almost thought of as a by-product. Perhaps the three most popular uses of beeswax these days
would be beeswax candles, beeswax 1oz blocks and for beekeepers trading in clean wax for new foundation. Wax
is used for waxing drawer runners to make them slide smoothly, waxing archery strings, waxing the mouth parts of
didgeridoos or simply kept in sewing boxes to strengthen cotton prior to threading.
Beekeepers get beeswax from two main sources - wax cappings cut off from honeycombs prior to extraction
and scrapings from the hive (frame tops ,queen excluders etc) and gathered up throughout the season. Indeed I’m
always surprised just how much of these scrapings I gather during the season. But how do you process the raw and
often dirty wax into clean blocks?
Solar wax extractors are good for processing the scrapings. Simply throw them onto the tray and the sun
melts them so that they run into a container. The dirty bits seem to remain on the tray. But these things are expensive
to buy and fiddly to make. Pratley trays are great for processing cappings. These are simply stainless steel water baths
with a heater element. The water hots up and melts the cappings. These run into a container, the wax floats to the top
and any honey remains at the bottom. Again these are expensive and can be difficult to clean. They are also relatively
slow, needing your presence to continue to load wax onto the melting tray.
This year though I had lots of unprocessed wax – a season’s scrapings and dry cappings. I also had some slabs
of unrefined wax from heather honey pressings. But how best to process and clean it up? One of our members, Mark
Ghent was an enthusiast of his home made device which melts and filters the wax using a wallpaper steamer. He was
kind enough to lend me his device so that I could try it
out prior to copying the design to make my own. It has
shallow wooden tray with a drain hole in the floor. The
steamer is connected to a side wall, via screwing to a
male air hose connector which is fitted into one of the
sides. The tray sits onto empty supers with a bucket
under the drain to catch the molten wax. The filter
cloth either sits in the tray with the wax on top or is
simply tied onto the top of the the catching bucket.
Finally a hive lid goes on top of the tray to help retain
the heat. It works extremely well. The steamer melts
the wax at a phenomenal rate.
Having tried his design I decided to make my
own steam extracting system, but a simpler version.
It’s simply two honey buckets. The top one has the
bottom cut off. Its lid was drilled with a hole just big
enough to take the steamer hose. This top box sits in
a lidless bottom bucket with the filter (I used hessian)
sandwiched between the two. The wax is placed in the
top bucket directly on top of the filter cloth. These too
are shown below. Again this works extremely well. A
14lb bucket of wax was melted and through the filter
in about an hour. One fill of the water in the wallpaper
steamer.
The beauty of both systems is that you can set
them up and leave them while you get on with other
things. Wallpaper steamers have an inbuilt safety
device that cuts them off should they run out of water.

Trade attending the YBKA Annual Spring Conference on March 19th:

Mann Lake Spinks Glass Northern Bee Books Heritage Seeds
Ginny Cerar Plants Those Plant People Northern Bee Books.
Those offering discount to delegates on preoder and purchase on the day:

Abelo Beekeeping Equipment Modern Beekeeping ApiBee
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Modern Meadow Making for Foragers

by Andrew Chapman MSc BSc Dip.hort Senior Gardener 2006-2010 RHS Garden Harlow Carr
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Striping lawns is so passé, wildlife meadows are in vogue. A lawn is a monoculture, devoid of diversity
or habitat but admittedly does make for better sitting! How much does one really need one anyway? Even the
smallest garden can have a wild corner. Grass management doesn’t have to be high maintenance, can look
fantastic and provide terrific habitat for a multitude of flora and fauna. Don’t get me wrong, I am not advocating
a hands-off approach; quite the contrary, leaving it entirely to nature’s own devices has definite merit but it can
all soon become rather unruly, dominated by just a handful of species. Perhaps we can leave ‘unruly’ for areas
outside our gardens by hedgerows, in woodlands and even on waste ground.
Beauty is in the eye of the beholder - remember this before you get started, critics of your efforts will
base their scorn on but a fleeting glimpse of the diversity before them. Your meadow may have been awash
with colour last week, and will be again next month, so document these lean times as they offer the opportunity
for creative expression. Don’t get bogged down with terms like ‘native’, ‘natural’, ‘wild’ or ‘wildflower’ after all
how many of us actually have true native honey bees in our hives? The driving forces of our trials here at Fern
Cottage are to increase the plant diversity whilst extending the availability of nectar, pollen and habitat over as
long a period as possible. As we are busy people this must be with minimal inputs but still we intend to have an
active involvement through photographing, note taking and then tweaking at appropriate times of the year.
A traditional hay meadow is breath-taking when in full bloom but don’t be fooled, there is nothing
natural about them. In fact the species we covert there are simply those that in antiquity, man’s efforts couldn’t
eliminate in preference for lush grass species.
So where to begin? It may be a big step for some of us to let go of the reins, realise that islands of
plants amidst oceans of soil are not oases for wildlife even if they may bloom profusely yet briefly one day; to
give up staking everything that isn’t perpendicular to the flowerbed with neon twine or nan’s old tights; no
more spraying everything in sight and then to wonder why the bees don’t visit; even to forgo the dreaded ‘blue
mulch’ denoting every precious plant but which also grotesquely accentuates the snotty demise of many a poor
mollusc! On that latter point, some authors write that by increasing the diversity the problem will take care of
itself. It is a reasonable assumption that if you create habitat for pest predators then they will do the messy job
for you but these days I’m less of a text book reader than I used to be, I’d rather leave little to chance for all my
efforts and besides neither the plants can read nor the molluscs for that matter! Planting slug resistant species
has obvious advantages. At Fern Cottage we’ve noted that a good starting point would be those members of
the buttercup, borage and primula families but with certain exceptions like delphiniums of course! And let’s not
forget, all the spring flowering fraternity have ‘done their thing’ long before slugs and snails are even active.
Although we still desire clover, stitchwort and daisies vestigial of our original poorly kept lawn we have
subsequently fortified it with autumn sown native species which grow where they will. We collected wildflower
seed from around the garden and adjacent
road verges and but a few years later
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zipped
spare
veil £18.80 £15.98 only
However, the show is mostly over
over-trousers £21.50 £18.28 only
by midsummer which is traditionally time
quick veil £15.00 £12.75 only
velcro flap breast pockets
to make hay. That is not on the agenda
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Free DVD worth £9.50
for us as we want the displays to go on
with every order over £100
and anyway the seed heads of grasses are
(subject to availability)
open waist
beautifully ethereal for months after.
pockets
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Having trialled aconitums and
To get your 15% discount, go to the
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thalictrums of several species we are now
shopping cart after you have chosen your
choice of veil
goods and click on "Use Coupon Code"
propagating hundreds of plug plants from
types
Enter the code ���������
our own stalwart meadow specimens to
give greater displays in our naturalistic
www.apibee.co.uk

sales@apibee .co.uk

drifts. Our plants are grown from seed or small offsets
which allows us to plant large areas inexpensively.
It’s surprising how quickly you can raise Siberian
iris from seed - two years on and plants are ready
to be introduced into our boggy meadow. Lungwort
(Pulmonaria sp.) provides carpets of blue before the
grass really gets growing, a quick spreader and easy to
propagate by ripping off runners and pushing these into
the ground by making slits with a trowel.
Likewise winter aconites do their thing early
and are easily lifted after flowering (in-the-green)
and spread around ready for following years. Later
flowering species like bear’s breeches, hairy chervil,
Macedonian scabious, avens, montbretia have all
passed the testing stages and are ready for bigger
things. Our own seedling selections of Agapanthus
are proving surprisingly slug resistant and are now
ready for trialling. We have also found that planting a
fragment of bistort on top of an unsightly dock avoids
the temptation to spray or need to weed and eventually
pays dividends. We are about to plant dozens of globe
thistle root fragments ripped apart from an old clump,
remnant of an old border, thriving in the meadow that
grew up around it. The RHS’s ‘Perfect for Pollinators’
campaign offers an extensive pallet of ideas.
To design for longevity, my advice is to spend
some time visiting gardens, looking over neighbours
fences, taking images and making lists rather than
having a design enforced on you. When planning
your mini meadow think in terms of stacking your
Spring driveway at Fern House, Steeton
plants, ask yourself what is flowering when and aim for
a succession of flowering times. Will one swamp out the
other? Think about foliage i.e. big round leaves vs thin narrow ones and who’s likely to win that battle? Let the grasses
sort themselves out. Surrounding gardens, particularly the neglected ones, offer a wealth of ideas when it comes to
communities of plants battling it out. Your locality to these gardens is often another clue as to what will do well in your
own garden. Also, any plant finds that do appeal to you will often have a plethora of cultivars available perhaps with
variations on colour, height or other growth habit better suited to what you might have in mind.
Our meadow management must be different from
that of the traditional hay meadow since many of the species
we have chosen flower well into autumn and early winter.
Our meadow is north facing, surrounded by trees and quite
damp in places. We cut the meadow down once a year in late
October and then wait until all the leaves have fallen from
the surrounding trees. Then we rake everything up mixing it
all together. The resulting stack is cold composted for about
18 months and makes truly excellent compost without any
turning.
Whatever you decide to try, make light work of it,
avoid altering your underlying soil conditions and instead
work with them rather than against. There is a plant for every
situation and many more have a range of tolerances that you
probably won’t find in your plant A to Z. By experimenting in
this way we could all have our own signature meadows and
not just for the bees!

Andrew and Pippa of Those Plant People will be at the YBKA Spring Conference - www.thoseplantpeople.co.uk

YBKA Spring Conference Saturday March 19th. Held at the Manor Academy School in
York . Cutting edge science on chalkbrood. Forage for a bargain. Waggledance with old
friends. Excite your salivary glands with our much improved lunch.
Email Roger for your ticket: secretary@ybka.org.uk
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HUDDERSFIELD: Bees in the Forest
by Chris Hardy

I drove to Huddersfield in January because the breathy enthusiasm of another beekeeper had lured me to ‘see
an apiary to die for’. My destination, to a part of the world I never go to, ever, was a school situated on the edge of the
old textile mill town ; Huddersfield.
I pulled up into the car park on that dreary grey day to be met by Yvonne. “Welcome to Ashbrow,” she chirruped
and whisked me into her building for a welcome cuppa. Setting the scene: at this moment I was remembering my own
primary school. The obligatory soured or ice block hard milk start to the day. Jaded teachers and no freedom to pee
when you needed to. Uninspiring incarceration for 6 hours a day, 5 days a week for 7 bromidic years.
Tea all drunk up we headed to Key Stage 2 to collect some of the young beekeepers who were going to show
me around. I met four genuinely enthusiastic eight year olds, Callum, Riley, Tyler and Jodylee. We donned our coats
and went off, skipping with fluorescent smile chatter, over to – yes indeed, THE PERFECT APIARY.
Flat, mown grass, hives all beautifully spaced, beautifully maintained. Patches of wild flowers sown by the
children, sapling swarm-catchers planted by the children, and the inexhaustible warble of children who have been
given the chance to love and understand the ways of the apiarist. My heart was pounding: what an utter joy. They told
me about catching and housing swarms, marking the queen, the importance of good quality forage and where they
find it – how they PRACTICE their art. They confidently described how they extract honey, weigh it, bottle it, price
it for the market. How they warm and clean wax for candlemaking, lipbalm and soapmaking. The young beekeepers
described the critically important role of all pollinators in the world’s food production. Microscopy is a favoured
winter topic and they are looking forward to a bit of queen rearing to sell bees in order to keep stock local and
encourage local beekeepers to stop importing ‘especially because of that small hive beetle’ said Jodylee.
This school’s curriculum has practical learning entwined around the importance of the natural environment
and how we are part of it. More, more – I wanted Yvonne to tell me more.
Ashbrow school provides the young learners in this corner of England with everything they need for learning outside
the classroom - wellies, fleeces, waterproofs, hats, gloves, and of course bee suits – to ensure that they can be outside
in all weathers and experience every magical moment. The
children are keen gardeners too. They have an extensive
growing area of raised beds, vegetable plots, fruit beds and
orchards, and even go as far as interviewing the school’s
cooks to establish what crops to grow in the coming year
for the school menus. They plant and grow the seeds, tend
to the crops all year and harvest their spoils. Last year the
school veg plots produced a third of the school’s vegetables
for the dinners. They keep chickens for the eggs which are
used in the school kitchens. All food waste is composted
and they even have heat digesters to deal with cooked food
and meat waste. Into this is embedded science, numeracy,
literacy, physical activity, maths, reading, handwriting and an
immense understanding of the environment as a whole. Here
all curricular learning has been tied into practical reality.
I went to see the perfect apiary and was blown away
by the poetry and humanism of this teaching model. At home
later that evening describing my day’s experiences, I found
myself weeping because what is going on at this little school
made me so happy. My childhood schooling could have been
made of the stuff I saw that day. I’m not normally taken to
such flummeries so bear with me - but in the cartoons where
fairies waft wands which make rainbow arcs and soft tinkly
bell sounds scattering hope, light and good things freely – well
this is how it made me feel walking into Ashbrow school.
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Yvonne Kilvington of Huddesrfield BKA is also
Education Officer for YBKA

SCARBOROUGH: Top Bar Rationale
by Andrew Botham

I greatly dislike how the word natural is used today. Its use is applied in a vague way like low-fat, no added
sweeteners and organic. As a scientist, organic to me is anything containing carbon but it has come to mean something
different to society as a whole. You can therefore understand how torn I feel about describing myself as a natural
beekeeper.
You are ultimately forced to explain what you mean by calling yourself a natural beekeeper in the end anyway.
I would like to say that I chose natural beekeeping for a number of high-minded ideals and for the very principle of the
thing but the reality is far from it. I am by nature somewhat faddist in my hobbies and was worried that I would end up
with hundreds of pounds worth of beekeeping equipment laying alongside my climbing gear, lathe and road bike in the
shed. Basically, I was interested in giving beekeeping a go and didn’t want to shell out a large amount of money to get
going only to find it didn’t take.
My plan was to start out cheap and spend later if I stuck with it. Through natural beekeeping I was able to
find free plans for a top bar hive which I could make myself with scrap wood I had in the shed (along with some of the
tools I purchased for previous fads), and all the information I needed to catch a swarm. The natural beekeeper online
community is incredibly supportive and encouraging and I soon found myself with a troop of digital mentors. So in July
2012 I built a hive, a bait hive and soon caught my first swarm.
As with all who are bitten (or stung) by the honeybee bug my interest quickly grew. I bought the equipment
that I previously avoided and integrated into the conventional beekeeping (this is what natural beekeepers call it)
community. At first they were a little surprised that I didn’t wear sandals and favour tofu. They were a little more
surprised by the explanations for my practice being founded on known scientific principles. There is often bad feeling
between the natural and conventional beekeeper communities and I think this is largely because both groups feel the
other is implying ‘you are not doing the best by your bees’.
No one sets out as a beekeeper to hurt bees; so this can obviously result in defensiveness and animosity. In
my opinion much of this misunderstanding seems to be around how each group measures success. For conventional
beekeepers a general marker of success is how much honey is produced. The idea being the amount of honey
produced by a hive is an indicator of its health, the queen’s vitality, the colony’s happiness. The honey can also be
essential when it comes to recouping any initial outlay.
Honey however is of less importance to the natural beekeeper community. Success is measured more by how
much or how little support a colony requires in order to remain viable. I have two hives with a mother and daughter
queen. This line has been managed for but remained untreated (in any chemical sense) for 4 years for Varroa. It builds
up well in spring and has never shown any signs of brood diseases. They throw a single swarm every year, annoyingly
in the second week of July. These bees are so frugal and have managed the North Yorkshire winters occupying a single
Warré box (approx 18 litres) on more than one occasion, and refuse syrup pre-winter when it is offered. To say that
this colony is unsuccessful on the basis that I don’t harvest any honey from them I think is missing something critical
about what it means to keep bees.
We all know that if you ask three beekeepers a question you end
Mead making workshop
up with five different answers. We spend too much of our time arbitrarily
24th Sept at the Honey
dividing ourselves into smaller and smaller groups based on what we have in
Pavilion, Harrogate
common. Rather we should spend our time finding out why people do things
differently and learning from those differences. Beekeeping practice and dogma
Cost £30 includes lunch
has changed little over the years despite advances in our understanding of
& starter brewing kit.
husbandry, genetics and pharmacology and the time has come for us to open our
ears and lift up our eyes to ensure we all continue to do the best by our bees.
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Yvonne Kilvington
07876 618071

WHARFEDALE: The Trickle Effect
by Rob Claxton-Ingham
Any of us who have supported a beekeeping stand at a show will know just
how fascinated children are in bees, how they ask questions that can be surprisingly
pertinent, and how fascinated they can be by the sex life of bees. Wharfedale BKA has
been working with young people for as long as I have been involved
I have supported two young people working towards their Duke of Edinburgh
Bronze award, helping them understand the life cycle and roles of the honey bee, how
a bee hive works, and how to manage a bee hive. Through this we have been able to
explore and identify diseases and pests, and improve hive health. It is likely that these
young people are now ready for the BBKA Basic Assessment. Certainly supporting
young people through their D of E does create young beekeepers who want to progress
and succeed.
On another end of the spectrum I have spent evenings with two different Scout
groups, showing children from the age of four (Beavers) to 14-ish through a virtual hive, demonstrating different kinds
of bee in the hive and talking through their roles. They love hearing how the boys get thrown out in the autumn, and
the teenagers are open-mouthed in awe at the end of life process of the successful drone! I have been into two schools
with colleagues and given whole school workshops, showing children equipment, dressing up in suits and going
through virtual hives and using this exercise as a medium to talk about the life and roles of bees; both in the hive and in
the eco system. One of the interesting things for me in sharing information about bees with children and young people
is seeing how they share the information that they have gained. I got great feedback from a friend of a friend about my
session with Burley-in-Wharfedale Cubs.
I think the work that we do with children and young people is invaluable. Our associations have charitable
status, in part because of our role in informing the wider public about the bees and the craft. It is also great fun. Some
of these children may go on to become beekeepers; that doesn’t really matter. What matters is that they are better
informed about bees and the part that they have to play in our society and environment.

YBKA Annual Spring Conference is on March 19th
BOOK REVIEW:Preparing Exhibits for a Honey Show
by Tony Jefferson

It’s a great pleasure to review a book written by a fellow exhibitor. Dave
Shannon is a highly experienced show exhibitor and Senior Honey Show judge. A
few seasons ago he produced a series of articles in the YBKA newsletters detailing
how to produce high quality exhibits for the show bench. He was encouraged to
extend those articles into a book and the result is an excellent straight forward,
easily understandable guide. The book encompasses his vast personal experience, by
offering his own slant on tips and hints (I do however suspect he has kept a few tips
back for himself).
Dave has concentrated on simple methods that will yield winning results.
It is a book written by someone who can back up the information with a vast array
of prizes at local, county and national level. Personally I believe that if you are
a beekeeper selling honey to the public then only a little bit more preparation is
required to be able to win major prizes at large honey shows. This book will assist
anyone thinking of starting out, or wanting to improve their skills and certainly a
worthy addition to your reference material.
Copies available from Northern Bee Books, who will be present at the YBKA
Annual Conference, or from Dave himself at the Great Yorkshire Show (12-14/July)
or the YBKA Honey show at Countryside Live (22-23 Oct).

The National Bee Unit, Bradford BKA and Bradford University are holding a Bee Health
Day event for all at Bradford University on Saturday 25th June 2016. Book your place
now - tickets only £5
www.bradfordbeekeepers.co.uk/event/be-health-day
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Beekeepers’ Question Time
Dave Shannon has kindly offered to answer this question for us.

My bees have overwintered in a brood box with a super on top, full of stores. The QX was
removed prior to going into winter.
I don’t want the Q to start laying in the super but because they have access to it there’s a chance
that will happen. It’s far too early to take the super off and reorganise.
What do I do when I go into the nest at the end of March for the first time and find the Q is laying
in there?
As you have the super at the top and with this year being quite mild, the queen will already be laying. So I
would suggest one of two options.
1. Do nothing for now at all as its too cold and your Q will now have already started to lay, maybe in the brood box as
she should, or possibly in the super, with no QX in place there’s nothing you can do for now.
2. Wait till the temperature is high enough 12+ C. Then quickly as you can find your queen, ensure you put her in the
brood box and QX back on under the super. You may find at this time of year however a small amount of brood in your
super already. This is not a problem the nurse bees will move up and look after this brood. But your queen is now in the
rightful place.
Dave adds - I myself use this method for overwintering, but with one major difference that I discovered to be
very advantageous to avoid this very situation. Next year when you set your hives up for going into winter, remove
your QX as usual, however
reverse your brood box and
super placements. Put the
super on the hive floor and the
brood box on top of that. This
way bees naturally don’t like
food beneath them so they will
move it up into the brood box as
space comes available, slowly
emptying your super.
However in the early
months Feb. onwards when the
Q starts to lay she will do so in
the brood box as this will be the
warmest of the two boxes being
furthest away from your mesh
floor and entrance. Then on
your first inspection at Easter
or afterwards just reverse them
and add the QX as normal.
Always check the super just in
case the Q is wandering around
in it prior to adding the QX.

If you have a BK question please pose it and I’ll try to get it answered for you. Ed.
Apparently honey bees have 5 eyes -why can I only see two?
It’s not because you need to put your specs on when you look at your bees, it’s because the 3 small eyes are
very small and surrounded by hairs. These 3 small eyes in the female castes are at the top of the head arranged in a
triangle between the two main eyes (which hopefully you can see). Called ocelli they cannot focus or really see as we
do but they do recieve light. They are believed to be important for orientation and finding the horizon for navigation.
A drone’s ocelli are pushed to the front of its head as its big compound eyes take up so much space. Honey
bees’ two compound eyes are called ommatidia. Remember that word - it also makes a very convincing expletive - next
time you’re stung - OMMATIDIA!! I digress.
These two huge eyes (biggest in the drone for his queen spotting escapades) are excellent at picking up movement
- much better than ours are, and why wafting fast hand movements about the hive over stimulates them. They do not
get the visual detail that our eyes give but produce a pixellated image for the bee.
The eyes are just one part of thousands of sensory receptors this amazing creature has up its pollen basket.
All of those hairs on its head I mentioned earlier, well they are sensory receptors too. Each feeds the bee with information critical to its existence: vibration, CO2, humidity, air temperature, water sources, which way up it is and much
much more....
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The Phyrronist
The world is full of experts. For years, they told us to avoid coffee and eggs, while a daily glass of red wine was
good for the heart. Now they say that coffee protects the liver, alcohol is dangerous, and eggs are beneficial. I’m sure
you could quote other examples. Studies can be hard to design and interpret, science changes constantly and most
experts don’t intentionally mislead.
Sometimes, however, the experts’ mistakes aren’t made in good faith; the U.S tobacco industry is one of
numerous examples. In the 1950s, the dangers of smoking became widely known and the industry, afraid of the
resulting effects on its business, created a research committee full of distinguished scientists. Until 1998, when the
US government closed it down, this committee spent over $300 million on so-called independent research to dismiss
the connection between tobacco use and disease. They also tried to conceal second-hand smoke’s health risks, even
though one company secretly owned labs which actually discovered them, while publicly accusing health researchers
of junk science.
The above suggests that we should be somewhat sceptical of all experts, and very sceptical of those connected
to entities with a large financial interest in a specific finding. Large financial interests mean large resources and
influence which opponents can’t match, including the use of big PR companies and contacts among the great but not
always good. Where there’s brass, there’s often muck.
It’s hard to assess complex issues without knowledge and training. So if you’re too busy tending your bees to
wrestle with advanced biochemistry, take refuge in the precautionary principle: when in doubt don’t, because today’s
accepted wisdom may become tomorrow’s old wives’ tale, and today’s safer pesticides may become tomorrow’s
deadly poison (think pyrethroids).
Finally we come to the N-word…neonicotinoids. This isn’t the place for specifics. Suffice it to say that while the
science is complex, there’s big money on one side and little money on the other. And the truly independent scientists
who think neonics are harmless could be mistaken. So while there’s no proof that pesticide companies are engaging in
scientific sharp practice or influence peddling, recent history shows that a healthy dose of scepticism could prevent
irreparable harm. Beware of vested interests bearing gifts and let’s learn from that history to avoid repeating it.
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Frame Thissen!
by Asmall B. Wrangler
For all those honey jar half empty folk among us, I offer some of my own
brushes with failure to help keep things in perspective.
1 Collecting my first bees:
The swarm hung temptingly from the lower branches of a high tree... I
balanced precariously on a step ladder....that was, in turn, balanced even more
precariously on a wooden pallet. I gave the branch a Good Shake with one hand
and optimistically held a box, to catch the bees in, with the other.... I wobbled,
alarmingly. Most bees missed the box and were not happy.....Wondered at
how the buzzing seemed to become louder and louder as they swirled about
me...then noticed the bees inside my hood that I hadn’t fastened properly in the
excitement of the chase......!!

Ne’er aNe'er
cross
word bee quizzzz
a cross word – bee quizzzz
Across
3. one of the salivary glands
6. plates on ventral side
7. main stomach
10. in all females
11. bee protein
12. brood food gland
16. bee disco moves
18. ventral plates
19. number of drone flagellum
20. valves in heart

1
2
3

4

5
6

7
8
9
10
11

12

13

14

15

16

Down
1. enzyme transforming sucrose
2. crop
4. only applies to females
5. bee waste product
8. kidney like organ
9. number of wings
13. pollen basket site
14. waist
15. can queen feed herself?
17. number of bees’ legs

17
18

19

answers at www.ybka.org.uk/
crosswordanswer

20
Across

Down

Beverley BKA Annual Auction 30th APRIL 2016 - Honey, bees and bee keeping
equipment at Woodmansey Village Hall, Long lane, Woodmansey HU17 0RN.
Enquiries auction@beverleybeekeepers.co.uk or Dave Hodgson on 07875393588
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SWAP, SELL, BUY

Retirement sale
20 very good colonies of bees for sale. Each consisting of open mesh floor, national brood boxes, excluder, supers,
crown boards and lids. All in very good condition. Each containing a good colony of bees.
Inspected on 15th Aug by Bee Inspector and treated with Apistan Sept 2015. Will be inspected again prior to sale.
Also a 6 ft X 4 ft trailer capable of holding 6 colonies, new tyres and in v good con. Please call Terry on 07818482152
to discuss prices.

COURSES
One Day Introduction to Microscopy Course being run by Sheffield BKA on Sunday 10 July. A low cost taster course
aimed at people wanting to look at pollen and bees more closely and ideal for those considering sitting the microscopy
certificate assessment.
Course content: Setting up a microscope - Making slides of pollen and honey samples - Measuring pollen - Abdominal
dissection - Tracheal dissection - Nosema analysis. Three trained microscopists on hand. Only 12 student places.
Start 9.30am - finish 4pm. Fee: £20 for the day, including refreshments and materials.
Microscopy Practice Day being run by Sheffield BKA - 3 practise sessions aimed at students who took last year’s
YBKA Microscopy Course or who have previously studied for, but not taken the assessment (not for beginners)
Course dates: April 17 - Session 1: dissection practice and preparing bee parts for mounting. Making slides from parts
prepared by course tutors.
May 15 - Session 2: making slides from bee parts prepared by students - hypopharyngeal glands, semen, trachea,
everted endophallus.
June 19 - Session 3: Pollen slides from summer flowers, nosema analysis, Q&A diseases, discussion.
Start 9.30am-finish 4pm. Fee: £45 for all three sessions including refreshments and materials.
VENUE FOR BOTH : JG Graves Woodland Discovery Centre, Ecclesall Woods, Abbey Lane, Sheffield S7 2QZ (Do not
use this postcode if using sat nav)
All queries to phil@sheffieldbeekeepers.org.uk please.
Bee Health Day at Bradford University on Saturday 25th June 2016
The National Bee Unit in association with Bradford BKA and Bradford University are offering this course consisting of
talks and workshops aimed at helping beekeepers maintain healthy and productive colonies of bees.
Topics include: Bee viruses - Antimicrobial action of honey and propolis - Disease recognition and control - Exotic
pests - Practical comb workshop (using diseased comb)
All beekepers very welcome. Ticket £5 and includes refreshments and a sandwich lunch. To book your place or get
more information go to www. bradfordbeekeepers.co.uk/event/be-health-day
The Art of Mead Making
A workshop for those who fancy making a drop (or two). Have you ever wanted to make mead but not quite sure how
to go about Ever tried and it hasn’t quite gone to plan? Well worry not. This workshop is for you.
A one day course on the art of making mead led by Dave Shannon on Saturday 24th September 2016 in the Honey
Pavilion, Harrogate. Costs £30 which includes lunch and a starter brewing kit with all the equipment you need to begin
your mead making journey.
Contact: Yvonne Kilvington. Tel: 07876 618071 ykilvington@btopenworld.com

Other News
Web based spray liaison scheme BeeConnected is being tested ready for launch this summer. Its aim is to share information between sprayers and beekeepers on real time spray events.
We all know that lack of forage is a real issue for our bees and all pollinators. Changing how hedgerows are cut can
significantly positively improve forage sites. The Centre for Ecology and Hydrology has been testing management
sequences out. See their results - www.ceh.ac.uk/our-science/projects/hedgerow-management-and-rejuvenation
Fascinating read. Look up this paper on the web (paste and copy the long URL into search engine) by Joern Fischer
Synthesis of biodiversity drivers in Central Romania. It describes how they have managed to hold on to incredible biodiversity. It is utterly wonderful and easy to digest.
Bumblebee Conservation Trust is fighting neonics and supporting habitat/forage creation. Fancy helping them
count and identify species in your own patch this year? Then go to www.bumblebeeconservation.org/get-involved
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YBKA GENERAL PURPOSES COMMITTEE 2016
Chairman
TONY JEFFERSON
stoneleabees@yahoo.co.uk
AR (area rep) Whitby, Scarborough & Ryedale

01947 893811

07749731945

Vice Chairman PHIL GEE
pjgphilgee@aol.com
School Day Organiser
AR Halifax, Huddersfield, Wakefield/Pontefract

01422 886114

07769650059

General
Secretary

ROGER CHAPPEL

secretary@ybka.org.uk

01325 315741

07905190701

Treasurer

NORBERT COOPER

norbert.cooper@gmail.com

01937 834 809

07957404047

Examinations
Officer

YVONNE KILVINGTON hdbkamembership@btopenworld.com

07876618071

Webmaster

DAVID LAMONT

dave@mtvhosting.co.uk

01274 619787

07968817153

Honey Show
Chief Steward

DAVE SHANNON

daveshannon.aca@me.com

01302 772837

07907856515

Equipment Officer MARGARET LANGSTAFF mel@thebeehive.plus.com
AR Easingwold & York

01759 380546

07733125362

buzz.buzz@ntlworld.com

0113 2945879

07958591501

oldsalmon@gmail.com

01535 600941

simon@maslin.karoo.co.uk

01482 656018

AR Darlington LEN MUTTON
lenny.mutton@talktalk.net
Northallerton & Thirsk, Richmond & Malton

01325 307712

AR Barnsley
BRONWEN WHITE
Sheffield, Doncaster & Rotherham

01142 307957

AR Bradford

MICHAEL BADGER

AR Airedale
CHRIS HARDY
Newsletter Editor
AR Beverley

SIMON MASLIN

bron@mistral138.plus.com

AR Leeds &
Barkston Ash

CLARE MCGETTIGAN clare.mcgettigan1@btinternet.com

AR Wharfdale

ROB CLAXTON-INGHAM

NBU Rep

IVOR FLATMAN

ivor.flatman@apha.gsi.gov.uk

01924 252795

YAS Rep

IVOR FLATMAN

ivor.flatman@homecall.co.uk

01924 257089
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01937 830170

07793064380

07980372975

temporarily via wbkasecretary@gmail.com
07775119436

YBKA CALENDAR 2016
MARCH
APRIL

MAY

JUNE

JULY
SEPTEMBER
OCTOBER
NOVEMBER

19
25
2
8-10
17
30
7
14-15
15
15
22
4
10
19
25
10
12-14
22
2
24
7
22–23
29–31
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YBKA ANNUAL SPRING CONFERENCE tickets from YBKA secretary
YBKA GPC Meeting 6pm
General Husbandry Course (Doncaster)
BBKA Spring Convention (Harper Adams, Newport)
Microscopy Sheffield (info page 11)
Beverley BKA Auction
General Husbandry Course (Huddersfield)
YAS Schools’ Days
Microscopy Sheffield (info page 11)
Airedale BKA Auction www.airedalebka.org.uk
York BKA Auction (SUNDAY) www.yorkbeekeepers.com
GENERAL HUSBANDRY COURSE (Darlington)
YBKA GPC Meeting (Harrogate) 6pm
Microscopy Sheffield (info page 11)
Bee Health Day Bradford (info page 11)
Microscopy Sheffield (info page 11)
Great Yorkshire Show
YBKA GPC Meeting 6pm
YBKA GPC Meeting 6pm
Mead Workshop (info page 11)
YBKA GPC Meeting 6pm
Countryside Live & YBKA Honey Show
National Honey Show (St. Georges College, Weybridge)
GPC Meeting 6pm
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YBKA AGM 10am

Thank you to everyone who has freely and
generously contributed written material,
ideas, inspiration and photographs (both
used and unused) for this edition - keep it
comin’. (Some photos require permissions
if you want to use them so please ask me
first.)
Next edition is planned for 1st June
Your constructive criticism and contributions are always welcome.
Cheers! Chris Hardy
oldsalmon@gmail.com

FINAL WORD: Tony Jefferson YBKA Chair
The other day I was looking over February 2015’s YBKA delegate meeting notes,
whilst preparing for this year’s meeting. The last year certainly seems to have gone by rather
rapidly. I came across comments I’d made during chairman’s opening remarks, about how
the Education Working Party had set a busy program of ambitious and interesting events.
This year I happily report that all planned activities did go ahead, not only well attended but
enthusiastically supported too - a really first class effort. This massive success was formally
recognised by the BBKA who awarded Yorkshire the George Knights Memorial at the 2016
BBKA Area Delegates Meeting. Looking at the rest of this year’s program of events the
YBKA might push those teaching/learning boundaries even further.
Yorkshire, the county, hosts two splendid, annual public summer events which are
worthy of note this early in our beekeeping year- the Great Yorkshire Show (22-24 July)
and Countryside Live (22-23 October). The YBKA’s role in these is a significant one and the
hard work shown by many of our members in order to put on these quality events never
fails to inspire me. Both are great opportunities to meet fellow beekeepers and mean lots of
socialising and cross pollinating (of ideas!) and chances to learn a little more about our fascinating craft.
It is really reassuring that around the YBKA patch we have a large pool of talented generous beekeepers who
can be called upon to provide advice, assistance, mentor about differing methods of beekeeping and also role sleeves up
and get stuck in. With the beekeeping season just around the corner I wish you the very best and hopefully will see you at
a show or two.
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